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When a husband convinces his wife to join him in a tryst with another
woman, there are unintended consequences in this sharply observed erotic
tale about the challenges of modern marriage As a divorce lawyer for
Manhattan’s elite, David Greenfield is privy to the intimate, dirty details of
failed marriages. He knows he’s lucky to be married to Blair—a Barnard
dean and the mother of their college-age daughter, she is a woman he
loves more today than he did when they tied the knot. Then seductive
photographer Jean Coin asks David to be her lover for 6 weeks, until she
leaves for Timbuktu. Tempted, David reasons that “it’s not cheating if your
wife’s there.” A 1-night threesome would relieve the pressure of
monogamy without wrecking their marriage. What harm could come of
fulfilling his longtime sexual fantasy?
Ryan and Selena Frederick were newlyweds when they landed in
Switzerland to pursue Selena's dream of training horses. Neither of them
knew at the time that Ryan was living out a death sentence brought on by a
worsening genetic heart defect. Soon it became clear he needed major
surgery that could either save his life--or result in his death on the
operating table. The young couple prepared for the worst. When Ryan
survived, they both realized that they still had a future together. But the
near loss changed the way they saw all that would lie ahead. They would
live and love fiercely, fighting for each other and for a Christ-centered
marriage, every step of the way. Fierce Marriage is their story, but more
than that, it is a call for married couples to put God first in their
relationship, to measure everything they do and say to each other against
what Christ did for them, and to see marriage not just as a relationship they
should try to keep healthy but also as one worth fighting for in every
situation. With the gospel as their foundation, Ryan and Selena offer hope
and practical help for common struggles in marriage, including
communication problems, sexual frustration, financial stress, family
tension, screen-time disconnection, and unrealistic expectations.
The Song of Solomon offers strikingly candid—and timeless—insights on
romance, dating, marriage, and sex. We need it. Because emotions rise and
fall with a single glance, touch, kiss, or word. And we are inundated with
songs, movies, and advice that contradicts God's design for love and
intimacy. Matt Chandler helps navigate these issues for both singles and
marrieds by revealing the process Solomon himself followed: Attraction,
Courtship, Marriage ... even Arguing. The Mingling of Souls will forever
change how you view and approach love.
Candid and contemporary, this book gives you a Christian place to turn for
answers to your most intimate--and embarrassing--questions. Billions of
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people have had sex. Far fewer have made love. In The Good Girl's Guide to
Great Sex, author Sheila Wray Gregoire helps women see how sexual
intimacy was designed to be physically stupendous but also incredibly
intimate. Whether you're about to walk down the aisle, newly married, or
you've been married for decades, The Good Girl's Guide to Great Sex will
lead you on a wonderful journey of discovery toward the amazing sex life
God designed you for. With humor, research, and lots of anecdotes, author
Sheila Wray Gregoire helps women see how our culture's version of sex,
which concentrates on the physical above all else, makes sex shallow.
God, on the other hand, intended sex to unite us physically, emotionally,
and spiritually. Gregoire walks through these three aspects of sex, showing
how to make each amazing, and how to overcome the roadblocks in each
area we often encounter. Drawing on survey results from over 2,000 people,
she also includes lots of voices from other Good Girls, giving insight into
how other women have learned to truly enjoy sex in marriage.
Bisexuality and Same-Sex Marriage
From Civil Partnership to Same-Sex Marriage
God's Design for Love, Marriage, Sex, and Redemption
A Love Story
Radically Pursuing Each Other in Light of Christ's Relentless Love
Sex and Marriage
Or, Love in Marriage
Should all Christians be married? Kutter Callaway considers why
marriage, which is a blessing from God, shouldn't be expected or
required of all Christians. Through an examination of Scripture, cultural
analysis, and personal accounts, he reflects on how our narratives
have limited our understanding of marriage and obscured our view of
the life-giving and kingdom-serving roles of single people in the church.
In our society, the argument for or against same-sex marriage
becomes even more heated when the debate turns to bisexual women
and men. Bisexuality and Same-Sex Marriage thoughtfully explores this
debate from a wide range of interdisciplinary perspectives, presenting
respected scholars from fields as diverse as American Studies,
Communication, Criminology, Human and Organizational Systems, Law
and Social Policy, LGBT Studies, Organizational Behavior, Psychology,
Sociology, Women’s Studies, and Queer Studies. This clear-viewed
volume is organized into three perspectives—theoretical, research, and
personal—that frame the debate from a macro to micro level of
analysis. This book goes beyond the intense acrimony and divisiveness
to rationally examine the issue from various viewpoints and through
the latest research. This informative text presents and analyzes in
depth the current findings and the diverse LGBT and straight
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perspectives on the issue. This insightful resource discusses in detail
personal views, the latest theories, and is extensively referenced.
Bisexuality and Same-Sex Marriage is an essential volume for LGBT
studies professionals, psychologists, counselors, educators, students,
and interested general public. This book was published as a special
issue of the Journal of Bisexuality.
Sex. In a world overwhelmingly obsessed with it, why is the church so
silent about it? While our secular culture twists, perverts, cheapens,
and idolizes sex, there are gaping holes in the church's guidance of
young people. The result is generations of sexually illiterate people
drowning in the repercussions of overwhelming sin struggles. Enough is
enough, says Mo Isom. With raw vulnerability and a bold spirit, she
shares her own sexual testimony, opening up the conversation about
misguided rule-following, virginity, temptation, porn, promiscuity, false
sex-pectations, sex in marriage, and more and calling readers back to
God's original design for sex--a way to worship and glorify him. This
book is for the young person tangled up in an addiction to
pornography, for the girlfriend feeling pressured to go further, for the
"good girl" who followed the rules and saved herself for marriage and
then was confused and disappointed, for the married couple who use
sex as a bargaining tool, for every person who casually watches sex
play out in TV and movies and wonders why they're dissatisfied with
the real thing, and for every confused or hurting person in-between.
Sex was God's idea. It's time we invited him back into the bedroom.
Dr. Lisbeth Roy breaks new ground with her revolutionary book that
offers real solutions to improving sexual potential. She discusses PRP
(Platelet Rich Plasma) and how it actually regenerates and rejuvenates
the body's tissues so they work better. PRP alone provides the changes
necessary to improve sexual function, and PRP treatment can make
medications that previously failed finally work.
The Social Organization of Sexuality
The Surprising Secrets of Happy Couples and What They Reveal About
Creating a New Normal in Your Relationship
Revolutionary Treatment Solutions for Sexual Dysfunction Using
Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP)
Perspectives for the Unification and Harmonisation of Family Law in
Europe
Sex and the Soul of a Woman
Married Love
The Meaning of Marriage
How 15 Minutes a Day Will Help You Stay in Love
The Social Organization of Sexuality reports the complete results of the nation's
most comprehensive representative survey of sexual practices in the general
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adult population of the United States. This highly detailed portrait of sex in
America and its social context and implications has established a new and
original scientific orientation to the study of sexual behavior. "The most
comprehensive U.S. sex survey ever." —USA Today "The findings from this
survey, the first in decades to provide detailed insights about the sexual behavior
of a representative sample of Americans, will have a profound impact on how
policy makers tackle a number of pressing health problems." —Alison Bass, The
Boston Globe "A fat, sophisticated, and sperm-freezingly serious volume. . . .
This book is not in the business of giving us a good time. It is in the business of
asking three thousand four hundred and thirty-two other people whether they
had a good time, and exactly what they did to make it so good." —Anthony Lane,
The New Yorker New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year
Allows readers to use critical thinking to create informed opinions on where they
stand on the issue of same sex marriage.
Sex and MarriageHow to Guide for Sex and Passion and Desire for Married
Couples -Discover the 10 Ways to Turn Your Sex Life from Routine to Lustful
Desire
Recounts the evolution of the same-sex marriage debate in the United States
over the past fifteen years, detailing the story of its cultural and legal shift, its
backlash, and its importance in the national political agenda.
Love, Sex and Life in an Open Marriage
The Missing Piece. The Place to Start.
Grace Filled Marriage
The 4 Habits of Joy-Filled Marriages
A Group Study on Sexuality and Intimacy for Married Couples
The Smart Stepfamily
The Normal Bar
Real Marriage Participant's Guide
Now updated and expanded, Sex and the Soul of a Woman, from
author, speaker, and licensed counselor Paula Rinehart, features
real stories and insights from women struggling to make their
way through the sexual maze. This provocative, engaging book
looks at the cultural changes in sexual expression, the price
women pay for these changes, and the means God offers to help
women claim their sexual promise.
One woman's secret journal completely changes her marriage in
this hilarious and biting memoir—the inspiration for the Netflix
Original Series SEX/LIFE. School psychologists aren't supposed
to write books about sex. Doing so would be considered
"unethical" and "a fireable offense." Lucky for you, ethics was
never my strong suit. Sex/Life: 44 Chapters About 4 Men is a
laugh-out-loud funny and brutally honest look at female
sexuality, as told through the razor-sharp lens of domesticated
bad girl BB Easton. No one and nothing is off limits as BB
revisits the ex-boyfriends—a sadistic tattoo artist, a punk rock
parolee, and a heavy metal bass player—that led her to finally
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find true love with a straight-laced, drop-dead-gorgeous . . .
accountant. After settling down and starting a family with her
perfectly vanilla "husbot," Ken, BB finds herself longing for
the reckless passion she had in her youth. She begins to write
about these escapades in a secret journal, just for fun, but
when Ken starts to act out the words on the pages, BB realizes
that she might have stumbled upon the holy grail of behavior
modification techniques. The psychological dance that ensues is
nothing short of hilarious as BB wields her journal like a
blowtorch, trying to light a fire under her cold, distant
partner. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't, but in the
end, BB learns that the man she was trying so hard to change was
perfect for her all along.
The book, The Long, HOT Marriage is all about creative relatingout of the bedroom and ultimately in the bedroom. From being
creative and imaginative in how you perceive your partner to
creatively and maturely dealing with emotional pain, you can
develop a strong emotional connection to each other, which forms
the foundation of passionate, long-term relationship. With this
foundation in place, you can create a romantic, sexually
creative relationship, use your sexual relationship for
spiritual and emotional growth and increase your capacity to
give and receive love and pleasure.
For wives who are starving for real intimacy-and searching for
real answers. This isn't a book about sex-though Ruth Buezis
offers plenty of suggestions to help you enjoy that with your
husband. Instead, it's about transformation. A transformation so
radical that it can only come from God. By "getting naked" with
readers, Ruth bares her journey of discovering an incredible sex
life with her husband of over twenty years built on simple
concepts of intimacy and small details of creative
intentionality-and invites women into the delights awaiting them
in their own marriages. Using the platform of her Awaken Love
small group curriculum, she dares to ask the question: Why have
we built a chasm between being godly and being sensual? Whether
purity messages in the church felt manipulative and set you up
for failure, you've experienced past sexual trauma or abuse, or
you've allowed yourself to believe lies about your own beauty,
Ruth invites you into a community ready for change and deeper
intimacy. In doing so, she opens the door for wives to embrace
freedom and become truly known in their marriages.
The Truth About Sex, Friendship, and Life Together
A Reference Handbook
Attachment, Sexuality, Power
Awaken Love
(And You Thought Bad Girls Have All the Fun)
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Divorce Busting
44 Chapters About 4 Men
Seven Steps to a Healthy Family
MARRIED COUPLES EDITION - DIRTY SECRETS REVEALED! Discover How
You Can Transform a Dull Sex Life Into The Sexual Fantasy You
Always Dreamt OfHere Is A Sneak Peak of Sex In Marriage... (FREE
BONUS INSIDE: SIGN UP FOR FREE BOOKS ON SEX & MARRIAGE) Discover
The 10 Ways To Turn Your Love Life Info a Lustful Desire Why
More Relationships Are Failing No More Routines, Only Passionate
Love Making How To Communicate Your Sexual Desires And Needs How
Quickies Really Should Be Done Learn How Your Body Image Plays a
Big Role In Satisfying Your Partner Discover the Physical And
Emotional Benefits Of Sex No More Fake Orgasms The Kind Of
Blowjobs That Will Give Him Pure Ecstasy Make Her Go Wild With
These Oral Sex Tips Role-Playing For More Intense Orgasms Sexual
Foods That Will Put You In The Mood Much, much more! "Whether
you are happy with your sex life, or are looking for ways to
spice it up, or you're flat out BORED and maybe even frustrated
with how dull your sex life has turned out to be, then this book
will definitely give you new eyes and desires for what your sex
life could look like... Because this book is *filled* with all
the juicy details that will do that for you. We all know how
fast paced the world has become and our work days are getting
longer and longer. You may feel that there is no time to
romantic and intimate with our partners like we used to. It's
much easier to just watch TV the rest of the night after putting
the kids to bed, than it is to take initiative to have crazy
wild sex. And the days you do have sex, it rather lacks
excitement and is more of a fast release than passionate love
making. If this is what your sex life has turned into, then
you're not alone. The fact that you decided to pick up this book
proves you truly care about your marriage and are willing to put
in the work. With these NEW strategies you'll learn NEW methods
that'll draw you closer to each other in new, fun and exciting
sexual ways. (and frankly I'm relieved your marriage is worth
more to you than the price of a $2.99 book! That's a pretty good
deal for someone who wants to revolutionize their sex life, or
wouldn't you agree?)In many ways this book is also Divorce
Prevention 101. Did you know 90% of spouses that cheat do so
because they feel SEXUALLY UNFULFILLED in their relationship? Do
not let that happen to your marriage! Start taking your sex life
to the next level today, don't let life pass you by. Choose
happiness, choose to live out your sexual fantasies with your
special someone."-Rochelle FoxxMore info can be found here:
http://rochellefoxx.com/www.rochellefoxx.com (c) 2015 All Rights
Reservedtags: sex in marriage, marriage, sex, lust, lustful
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desires, sex games, divorce prevention, love, love making,
sexuality, marriage help, sexual pleasure, sex life, sex guide,
oral sex, sex positions, marriage sexual intimacy books, how to
flirt with your husband, flirt, flirting, marriage repair,
rekindle your marriage, sexual fantasies, sexual needs, sexy
time, passionate, passionate love making, passionate sex, self
help, relationships, quickies, communication, orgasms, intense
orgasms, blow jobs, anatomy, female anatomy, fall in love
A step-by-step approach to making your marriage loving again.
In Attachment, Sexuality, Power, Jerome C. Wakefield challenges
established views of Freudian psychoanalysis by applying
Foucault’s concept of ‘power/knowledge’ to Freud’s case of
Little Hans, illuminating the role that Oedipal theory has
played in reorganizing intimate family relationships. Combining
close examination of the Hans case with accounts of the history
of marriage and psychology of co-sleeping, this book argues that
the Oedipal theory achieved prominence because its implications
for family dynamics supported changing social values. Wakefield
identifies a previously overlooked reason for Hans’s anxiety—his
father attempted to protect Hans from his supposed Oedipal
desires by separating Hans from his mother. Thus, Wakefield
argues, the father’s exercise of power based on his belief in
Oedipal theory, not an actual Oedipus complex, caused Hans’s
vulnerability to anxiety—revealing the theory’s potential to
cause harm by distancing children from their parents, even as
such distancing made the theory socially appealing. This book’s
novel and carefully documented articulation of the mechanisms of
power by which Oedipal theory exerts its influence on family
life will be of interest to psychoanalysts and psychotherapists
alike, and essential for scholars in the fields of
psychoanalysis, philosophy of science and the history of
psychiatry.
Contemporary culture provides conflicting and confusing messages
about the meaning and purpose of human sexuality. This book
provides much-needed pastoral guidance in addressing moral
issues of sexuality in both the Catholic Church and broader
culture today.
The Act of Marriage
Policy Innovation for Same-Sex Relationships
Marriage and Intimacy
Passionate Partnership: Couple's Workbook
The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage
Married Sex
Human Sexuality in the Catholic Tradition
Refresh Your Relationship, Add Sizzle to Your Sex Life and Be
Happier in Just Minutes a Day
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Discover the Keys to a Healthy Stepfamily Leading stepfamily expert Ron L. Deal reveals the seven
fundamental steps to blended family success and provides practical, realistic solutions to the issues you
face as a stepfamily. Whether married or soon-to-be-married, you'll discover how to · Solve the everyday
puzzles of stepparenting and stepchildren relationships · Communicate effectively with an ex-spouse ·
Handle stepfamily finances confidently · "Cook" your stepfamily slowly rather than expect an instant
blend This revised and expanded edition has updated research and two new chapters with even more
real-world advice on topics such as stepsibling relationships and later-life stepfamilies.
What separates happy marriages from miserable ones? Surprisingly, it’s not healthy communication.
It’s not conflict resolution skills. It’s actually the size of the marriage’s joy gap . Joy Gap/joi gap/
(n.)-1. The length of time between moments of shared joy When the joy gap gets bigger, problems are
more likely to overwhelm you, resentment creeps in, and you start to feel distant and alone in your
marriage. When the joy gap is smaller, you regularly feel connected and happy, problems feel
manageable, and your marriage becomes a reliable source of joy. But how do you ensure that you’re
experiencing joy regularly? Marcus Warner and Chris Coursey have studied relationships (and
neuroscience) and discovered four habits that keep joy regular and problems small. Some couples do
them naturally, but anyone can learn. That’s why each chapter includes 15-minute exercises that boost
joy and re-train your brain to make joy your default setting. You’ll learn new skills including how to:
return to joy more quickly after disconnection create stronger bonds and elongate times of happiness
boost your enjoyment of physical and emotional intimacy Find out what your marriage looks like after a
little work and a whole lot of joy.
Based on data obtained from nearly 100,000 respondents, here is the ultimate resource for anyone who
wants to learn the relationship-tested ways couples can achieve satisfaction and contentment in areas
such as communication, sex, affection, and financial cooperation. What constitutes “normal” behavior
among happy couples? What steps you should take if that “normal” is one you want to strive for? To
help answer those questions, wellness entrepreneur Chrisanna Northrup teamed with two of America’s
top sociologists, Yale Ph.D. Pepper Schwartz and Harvard Ph.D. James Witte, to design a unique
interactive survey that would draw feedback from around the world. What has resulted is the clearest
picture yet of how well couples are communicating, romancing each other, satisfying each other in the
bedroom, sharing financial responsibilities, and staying faithful – or not. Since the Normal Bar survey
methodology sorts for age and gender, racial and geographic differences and sexual preferences, the
authors are able to reveal , for example, what happens to passion as we grow older, which gender wants
what when it comes to sex, the factors that spur marital combat, how kids figure in, how being gay or
bisexual turns out to be both different and the same, and –regardless of background -- the tiny habits
that drive partners absolutely batty. The book is dense with revelations, from the unexpected popularity
of certain sexual positions, to the average number of times happy – and unhappy -- couples kiss, to the
prevalence of lying, to the surprising loyalty most men and women feel for their partner (even when in a
deteriorating relationship), to the vivid and idiosyncratic ways individuals of different ages, genders and
nationalities describe their “ideal romantic evening.” Much more than a peek behind the relationship
curtain, The Normal Bar offers readers an array of prescriptive tools that will help them establish a
“new normal.” Mindful of what keeps couples stuck in ruts, the book’s authors suggest practical and
life-changing ways to break cycles of disappointment and frustration.
You planned for the first day of your marriage... Are you planning for the last? While a wonderful
wedding day is important, it’s the last day of marriage that really counts. Will the last day of your
marriage come prematurely through divorce? Will it be filled with regrets as you sit at the funeral of
your spouse? Or, by God’s grace, will the last day be a day to rejoice in the life you lived together?
Pastor Mark Driscoll and his wife, Grace, want you to finish well on the last day. Through their book
Real Marriage and the eleven-week DVD-based study they share practical help and hope with people
just like them—who entered marriage a complete mess—or who are planning to be married someday and
want to avoid some sticky pitfalls in the future. A companion to the Real Marriage DVD-Based Study
Kit, this guide is uniquely designed for small groups, couples, and those who are considering marriage.
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Each session in the Participant’s Guide provides engaging group study questions and essential
homework for husbands, wives, and singles alike. Together you, your spouse, and your small group will
tackle the tough issues such as friendship with your spouse, pornography and sexual assault, submission
and respect, and sexual intimacy in marriage. God desires for your marriage to be full of joy and
happiness as it glorifies His Son. Jesus makes such marriage possible through His death and
resurrection. The Real Marriage Participant’s Guide includes: Eleven sessions Homework specially
designed for husbands, wives, and singles Guides for conversations with your spouse Ideas for date
nights Notes for small group leaders Intended for use with the Real Marriage DVD-Based Study Kit
(ISBN: 978-1-4185-5040-0) and the trade book Real Marriage
A Step-By-Step Approach to Making Your Marriage Loving Again
The Truth about Sex That Will Transform Your Marriage
Same-Sex Marriage: A Reference Handbook
The Sexuality of History
Oedipal Theory as Regulator of Family Affection in Freud’s Case of Little Hans
How to Guide for Sex and Passion and Desire for Married Couples -Discover the 10 Ways to Turn Your
Sex Life from Routine to Lustful Desire
A Guide to Growing a Happy Relationship Filled with Love and Friendship
Same Sex Marriage

Does the Bible really speak about romance, intimacy and sex in marriage? Absolutely!
There is even an entire book in Scripture devoted to this topic. Passionate Partnership is
an in-depth Bible study on The Song of Solomon. The Leader's Guide is totally scripted,
giving you word-for-word text to confidently lead each class, regardless of your expertise.
It is printed in a large font, allowing you to see the print while maintaining eye contact with
the couples in your class. This 10-week Bible study for married couples is filled with
valuable information so you can educate and encourage couples concerning their sexual
relationship and marriage. It includes a list of resources, suggestions, questions, activities
and helpful tips for leading a class. Quotes from other authors are included to make this
study relevant for today's marriages. With mostly "verbal" homework, a couple's
communication skills will improve as they gain a deeper understanding of the most erotic
book in Scripture--The Song of Solomon. For more information, be sure to visit http:
//www.JoyfulJourneyProductions.com
During the 17th and 18th centuries, as European cultures grappled with the challenges of
emergent modernity, ideas about female same-sex relations became a flash-point for
contests about authority and liberty, power and difference, desire and duty, mobility and
change, order and governance. Exploring a wide range of texts from more than two
centuries and multiple language cultures, this book argues for the significance of relations
between women to the early modern social imaginary.
Describes what marriage should be according to the Bible, arguing that marriage is a tool
to bring individuals closer to God, and provides meaningful instruction on how to have a
successful marriage.
A unique, comprehensive guide to sexual intimacy for Christian couples in every season
of marriage. A great sex life is something you make, not something you find. If you feel
confused or frustrated about your sex life--or simply wonder, Is there more to it than
this?--Married Sex is exactly what you need to make your marriage stronger, in and out of
the bedroom. Including the stories of real-life couples, research results from hundreds of
comprehensive surveys, and professional perspective from a bestselling spiritual writer
and a licensed counselor, Married Sex will: Help you understand why married sex is one
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of God's best ideas Teach you the inner workings of your body and your spouse's body in
order to achieve optimal pleasure Guide you through the most common sexual problems
couples have and what to do about them Help you see how your past experiences and
expectations influence your present sex life Give you practical suggestions and
techniques to enhance your sexual experience Encourage you to take ownership in the
process of making love, seeing a great sex life as a beautiful opportunity to honor both
God and your spouse Psychology, theology, research, story, and let's-get-started ideas
combine to make Married Sex a resource for you and your spouse like no other book
you've read before. Discover practical, biblically informed answers to your questions
about intimacy as you find more satisfaction in your marriage than ever.
The Long, Hot Marriage
Open
Fierce Marriage
Facing the Complexities of Commitment with the Wisdom of God
The Road to the Supreme Court
Sex, Jesus, and the Conversations the Church Forgot
The Good Girl's Guide to Great Sex
Same-sex Marriage in the United States

Surveys show that only 10% of all marriages are truly happy. The simple truth is the
absence of grace leaves a gaping hole in the husband-wife relationship. An instant classic,
Grace Filled Marriage shows grace to be the missing piece-and the only place to start
building a happy marriage.
What's Grace Got to Do with It?The missing ingredient in most marriages ins't love, it's
grace. Love inclines us to get married, but we need grace to keep that love healthy, strong
and committed. More than simply "nice," grace is that game-changing ingredient that
enables us to treat each other the way God treats us-even when we don't deserve it.In
Grace Filled Marriage Kimmel explores questions such as:How can you show grace when
all your spouse seems to do right now is frustrate you?How can grace ramp up the
frequency and temperature of your sex life?How do you show grave without being taken
advantage of?How can God help you make grace the default mode in your
marriage?Whether your marriage is just beginning, seems healthy, or is struggling on life
support, a deeper understanding of the power of grace will help it not just survive, but
thrive.
In this groundbreaking book, Dave and Ashley Willis (founders of
StrongerMarriages.com) unpack timeless Biblical principles, powerful true stories from
married couples, cutting-edge research and findings from their own interactions with
thousands of couples to reveal the keys to a marriage with true intimacy, passionate sex
and lifelong love. "The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage" reveals:*How to develop
more intimacy inside and outside the bedroom.*Candid answers to the most common
questions about sex.*The Master Plan for passionate sex from the One who actually
created sex.*A guide to overcoming some of the most common forms of relationship
hurdles and causes of sexual frustration. *How to build and sustain a passionate
partnership with your spouse through every season of your life together. *Practical tools
to bring more intimacy and fulfillment to your marriage. This book will have an instant
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impact in your relationship!Here's what others are saying about "The Naked Truth about
Sex and Marriage""If you want a better sex life and a stronger marriage, then read this
book! It will make an instant impact."-Brent EvansPresident of MarriageToday"The
Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage is a book every couple should read, but only if they
want a BETTER sex life! Dave and Ashley take on the topic of sexual intimacy in a fresh
way I haven't seen before. Every chapter is filled with practical insights for the Christian
married couple who wants more for their sexual relationship."-Michael Smalley,
Ph.D.CEO of The Smalley Institute"Dave and Ashley have done the hard work for our
benefit--tackling murky, difficult questions with a clarity of thought and a conviction of
spirit. Every couple can benefit from a richer, deeper, more biblical understanding of sex
in their marriage, and this book heartily offers exactly that!" -Ryan and Selena
FrederickAuthors of Fierce Marriage and Founders of FierceMarriage.com"Dave and
Ashley Willis are so honest and transparent in their writings. I absorb so much from their
work and will apply their teachings to my marriage, always."- Brandi RhodesProfessional
wrestler, actress and lifestyle blogger"I've called Dave and Ashley Willis the 'Marriage
Whisperers' and for good reason -- their practical, helpful tips make successful marriage
less mysterious and more accessible to all, no matter where your marriage is on the happy
scale."-Nancy FrenchNew York Times Bestselling Author"Dave and Ashley Willis
communicate in The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage the powerful insights behind
what the scripture say illuminate the path to marital intimacy. This book is truly a
treasure!"-Rashawn CopelandPastor and Author"In our marriage and sex confused
culture, we're missing the voice of leaders who speak with biblical and practical truth. In
The Naked Truth about Sex and Marriage, Dave and Ashley Willis provide exactly what
couples need to help them grow in their marriage and in sexual and emotional intimacy.
They don't shy away from the hard topics and will help many couples with the Q&A
format of this new book." -Scott Kedersha, Director of Marriage Ministry, Watermark
Community Church, ScottKedersha.com"Sex is natural. Sex is fun. Sex is best when its
one on one. George Michael said that and in this new book Dave and Ashley say a lot
more then just that. No clue why this topic is off limits in most churches and most
churches. Dive into this book to experience you best sex life now."-Craig GrossFounder
of XXXchurch.com and BestSexLifeNow.com.
The Civil Partnership Act 2004 and the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 are
important legal, social and historical landmarks, rich in symbolic, material and cultural
meanings. While fiercely opposed by many, within mainstream narratives they are often
represented as a victory in a legal reform process that commenced with the
decriminalisation of homosexuality. Yet, at the same time, for others they represent a
problematic and ambivalent political engagement with the institution of marriage.
Consequently, understood or labelled as ‘revolutionary’, ‘progressive’ and
‘conservative’, these legal reforms provide a space for thinking about issues that arguably
affect everyone, regardless of sexual orientation or relationship status. This edited
collection brings together scholars and commentators from a range of backgrounds,
generations and disciplines to reflect on the first ten years of civil partnerships and the
introduction of same-sex marriage. Rather than rehearsing the arguments ‘for’ and
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‘against’ relationship recognition, the essays ask original questions, draw on a variety of
methods and collectively provide a detailed and reflective ‘snap shot’ of a critical
moment, a ‘history of the present’ as well as providing a foundation for innovative ways
of thinking about and engaging with the possibilities and experiences arising from the
new reality of relationship recognition for gays and lesbians.
Regenerating Sexual Potential:
The Beauty of Sexual Love
The Mingling of Souls
A Couple's Guide to Intimacy
15-Minute Marriage Makeover
How God Restores the Beauty of Relationship from the Pain of Regret
Modernity and the Sapphic, 1565-1830
Grace Filled Marriage: The Missing Piece. The Place to Start.
This book offers an analysis of the past and current status of same-sex
marriage in the United States and other nations of the world, accompanied by
a balanced review of the arguments in favor of and opposed to the practice. •
Presents laws, executive orders, reports, and legal decisions regarding samesex marriage • Contains a clear chronology of U.S. and international events
related to same-sex marriage • Provides an extensive annotated bibliography
of books, articles, and electronic sources • Includes bibliographic sketches of
important individuals in the history of same-sex marriage • Offers profiles of
the major organizations that are actively involved in the issue and represent
various perspectives
Based on the advice she has provided throughout her twenty years of clinical
practice as a sexual therapist, Dr. Sandra R. Scantling has written a new erotic
guide to restoring the vital connections that bring couples together and make it
possible for them to enjoy extraordinary sex. This is not a sex manual; it is a
book about achieving true intimacy—both in and out of the bedroom. Through
storytelling, anecdotes, and an easy-to-complete quiz, readers will learn to
identify their own personalities and sexual styles—as well as those of their
partners—and so to understand why they each behave as they do and—above
all—how they can each modify their styles to achieve Extraordinary Sex Now.
This is an inspirational, must-have guide for any couple seeking to rekindle
their passion. Dr. Scantling proves that lovemaking need never grow dull—that
it can be an ongoing, joyous event, now and for the rest of our lives.
This book explores policy innovation for same-sex couples throughout the
Americas and includes same-sex marriage legislation, civil unions, and other
new developments for same-sex couples throughout the Americas at both
national and sub-national levels. This scholarship is innovative because though
much has been written regarding developments in North America, there is very
little work dealing with recent developments in the rest of the Americas.
With over 2.5 million copies sold since its release in 1976, The Act of Marriage
has helped Christian couples around the world discover new joy and sexual
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fulfillment in marriage. This new edition expands on topics previously only
touched on and includes updates on the latest findings in medicine and social
science. It offers biblical principles, goals, guidelines, and charts to help
couples enrich their physical relationship.
Extraordinary Sex Now
A Christian Couple's Guide to Reimagining Your Love Life
Same-Sex Marriage in the Americas
Sexual Practices in the United States
Breaking the Marriage Idol
Reconstructing Our Cultural and Spiritual Norms
Interdisciplinary Reflections
Finally, a book about open marriage that grapples with the problems surrounding monogamy and
fidelity in an honest, heartfelt, and non-fringe manner. Jenny Block is your average girl next door, a
suburban wife and mother for whom married life never felt quite right. While many books on this
topic presuppose that the reader is ready to embrace an “alternative lifestyle,” Block operates from
the assumption that most couples who are curious about or engaged in open marriages are in fact
more like her — normal people who question whether monogamy is right for them; good people who
love their spouses but want variation; capable parents who are not deviant just because they choose to
be honest about their desires. Open challenges our notions of what traditional marriage looks like,
and presents one woman's journey down an uncertain path that ultimately proves open marriage is a
viable option for her and others.
Marriage and Intimacy A Guide to Growing a Happy Relationship Filled with Love and Friendship!!
*** 6 FREE Bonus Books included Inside!*** This guide is meant to help enlighten you on how to
revive your marriage by improving on intimacy and sex. It is a valuable read that sheds new light on
the immense possibilities towards enjoying a healthy, more fulfilled, pleasurable and happier
marriage. Marriage is never a bed of roses, it comes with plenty of stress. The bedroom therefore
becomes the arena where the ultimate deal is sealed, where a couple builds a resilient bond through
sexual intimacy, where they become one. Sexual intimacy sets apart a roommate and marital status
and the absence of the same in marriage has as much power to send any marriage into a deep rut.
Here are a Few Things You Will Learn From This Book: Enlightenment on the immense benefits of
conversation and openness in marriage Recommendations on how to set just the right mood for
intimacy in your bedroom A deeper insight on selflessness by placing your spouse's needs above your
own Valuable awareness on the many sexual inhibitors in marriage; sexual dysfunctions A
complementary chapter on the virtue of forgiveness in marriage And much, much more! Take action
now! This read is not just informative and exciting; it's also endeared on redefining a happy
marriage. It also gives the reader practical ideas on breeding a more fulfilled marriage through
improved intimacy and sex. You get assurance on the immense possibilities there are to revamp your
marriage. For someone in pursuit of the utmost bonding and divine sexual gratification in marriage,
no doubt this piece remains an irresistible read. Scroll to the top and press the Buy Now with 1-Click
button
It's time to refresh your marriage and enjoy each other the way you did before your busy life got in
the way... and you can do it in just 15 minutes a day! **Your purchase includes FREE access to the
audiobook version plus four more bonuses (details below)** When you experience your 15-Minute
Marriage Makeover, here's what you can expect to accomplish together: - Control over your time so
you can put your relationship first & keep it there - A renewed connection that leaves you both
anxious to talk like you did when you were dating - A plan for everyday romance that will keep the
passion between you strong even when "life" tries to get in the way - A deeper, more powerful and
more frequent sex life that satisfies you both If you agree that your most important relationship
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deserves an investment of 1% of your time, then you are ready to take the next step toward a happier
and more satisfying marriage. This practical and powerful guide will show you exactly how to
experience the power of a 15-Minute Marriage Makeover in your own busy lives. "15-Minute
Marriage Makeover is more than a book; it's a plan designed to refresh your relationship, add sizzle
to your sex life and bring more happiness to your marriage. And all of that in just 15 minutes a day!
The exercises in this book focus on the four pillars of a happy marriage - communication, romance,
intimacy and finances - with time management tools, mini lessons, couple time tasks and a weekly
date night to review the topic of the week. I loved it!" - Mandi Ehman of Life Your Way When you
purchase 15 Minute Marriage Makeover, we're also including 5 bonuses: - 15 Minute Marriage
Makeover audiobook - Exclusive interview with Dr. Gary Chapman, author of The Five Love
Languages - "Winning at Romance in 15 Minutes a Day" audio program - "More Time Now" time
management e-book - The Perfect Love Letter Checklist You'll find access info for the bonuses inside
the book.
Is the unification and harmonisation of (international) family law in Europe necessary? Is it feasible,
desirable and possible? Reading the different contributions to this book may certainly inspire those
who would like to find the right answers to these questions.
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